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Telestream Announces Strong Growth in File-based Workflow
Enterprise Operations
40 Percent Increase in Global Sales Revenue for its Vantage Transcoding and
Workflow Automation Systems; Announces Collaboration with Apple, Adobe,
Microsoft & Avid

Nevada City, California, September 2, 2014 – Against a background where numerous
large manufacturers appear to be struggling and a host of smaller companies have been the
subject of acquisitions and mergers Telestream will arrive at IBC 2014 reporting strong
revenue and profitability growth.
A slew of new products have fuelled this growth in every geographic region worldwide with
strong growth being experienced in North America, closely followed by Europe. Having an
enviable track record of posting profitable growth for the last 14 years, Telestream now
reports that sales of its flagship Vantage transcoding and workflow automation systems
increased by more than 40 percent last year.
The company’s CEO, Dan Castles, believes that its success can be attributed, in part, to
Telestream’ s long track record of innovation in the file-based workflow space and
understanding what the company can and cannot offer to customers. The majority of its
management team has been with the company since its inception, and this stability is
reflected in the consistent adherence to a strategy that has drilled down deep within the file
based workflows. Telestream customers appreciate the company’s commitment to being
their trusted partner for the long haul through the transition from baseband to file-based
workflows.
Telestream’s growth built on consistent customer focus
“Telestream offers its customers a very clear proposition,” stated Dan Castles. “We were one
of the first companies to develop file-based workflow solutions as long ago as 1998 and
today, our products reflect many hundreds of man years of development in this area. We are
financially very solid and this has allowed us to stick to our strategies and not be tempted to
chase opportunities that may bring in short term results, but distract us in the long term from
executing on what we have committed to customers. We are very relevant to our customer
base, and we take that role extremely seriously.”

Market forces have driven recent corporate acquisitions, and some of these companies were
struggling to survive. As a result, there are new combined companies, new management,
and typically, new strategies. One of the likely victims during these transitions are customers
who may have purchased products from one of these companies only to learn that a change
of direction has resulted in product decisions that impact the original cost of ownership that
was part of the initial purchase decision.
“Based on our own experience of acquiring companies, we know that they have to be
implemented carefully and strategically,” stated Castles. “Owning a new piece of intellectual
property does not mean that you understand the market it serves nor that it will integrate
harmoniously within your existing product portfolio,” commented Castles. “We believe we are
the right size as a company – not large and unwieldy, but not so small that we have to chase
deals to remain in business. Our customers know we listen to their input as they see new
products consistently coming to market that reflect their requirements. Implied in that
equation is a level of trust that we will be around for years to come and that investing in
products from Telestream is a smart decision long term,” Castles added.
Telestream announces collaborations with Apple, Avid, Adobe and Microsoft
Telestream thrives on collaborative ways of working with other technology vendors, and this
is illustrated by news at IBC of co-operation with a number of key tech companies, including
Apple, Avid, Adobe and Microsoft. At the same time, Telestream has announced strong
support and new product development based around the UK’s Digital Production Partnership
(DPP) broadcast industry initiative.
“DPP is an excellent example of where many like-minded companies – many of whom are
competitors – can come together and create an environment where all parties, and
especially the end-user community, can benefit from collaboration,” stated Dan Castles.
“This investment by many companies – of time, effort and goodwill – will reap rich dividends
in the UK. We hope that the DPP will provide a vision of open interoperability that many
other regions will follow.”
####
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About Telestream
Telestream provides world-class live and on-demand digital video tools and workflow
solutions that allow consumers and businesses to transform video on the desktop and
across the enterprise. Many of the world’s most demanding media and entertainment
companies as well as a growing number of users in a broad range of business
environments, rely on Telestream products to streamline operations, reach broader
audiences and generate more revenue from their media. Telestream products span the
entire digital media lifecycle, including video capture and ingest; live and on-demand
encoding and transcoding; captioning; playback and inspection, delivery, and live streaming;
as well as automation and orchestration of the entire workflow. Telestream corporate
headquarters are located in Nevada City, California. The company is privately held. For
more information, visit www.telestream.net.
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